
The Off-Highway Vehicle Program in California was brought into

being in 1971 in response to the growing popularity and use of off-

h i g h way vehicles (OHVs) in the state and the consequent 

significant, uncontrolled damage to California’s natural resources

that was occurring on state, federal, and private lands, along with 

increasing conflicts between OHV users and rural and urban res-
idents. Two state legislators, Gene Chappie, an “off-roader” and
Ed Z’berg, an environmentalist, crafted legislation to provide
management of this growing off highway activity. The Chappie-
Z’berg Off-highway Motor Vehicle Law of 1971 provided a 
blueprint for managed OHV recreation in designated areas and
required maintenance and oversight to allow for long-term OHV
use consistent with good environmental stewardship. Since its
passage, more than 100 laws have been passed related to
California’s OHV Program as well as numerous federal actions
that have affected the management of the program.

In 1982 the California legislature created a separate division
of California State Parks, the Off-Highway Motor Vehicle
Recreation Division (OHMVRD) to administer this OHV pro-
gram, and also the Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation
Commission to allow public input and provide policy guidelines
for the OHV program.

By 1999, despite having spent well over a half billion dollars
since the establishment of the OHV program, the State’s OHV
policies had not prevented environmental damage on public and
private land, and conflicts between users and private property
owners continued to increase. Prior to 2000, the OHV Division
consistently ignored the intent of the OHV program, and the
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The California 
Off-Highway Vehicle

Program At Age 35

One of the Management Tools

California Public Resources Codes that applied to OHV man-
agement thereby violating environmental laws, perpetuating
conflicts by sanctioning OHV use virtually wherever it occurred,
and awarding grant OHV monies to Federal agencies and not
requiring them to comply with soil and wildlife protection meas-
ures. In August 1999, a scathing report – “California Off-high-
way Vehicles: In the Money and Out of Control” – was published
by Karen Schambach, currently California Director of Public
Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER). This
report painstakingly catalogued the abuses of the OHV Program
by the OHV Division and Commission and produced a specific
set of recommendations for reform.

The release of this report to the public and legislature was a
catalyst for change and at this point, Dave Widell was appointed
Deputy Director of the OHV Division by Governor Gray Davis.

continued on page 12



t the Desert Committee’s summer meeting in
the White Mountains one topic of discussion
was changes to the general format of the meet-
ings. This included announcing meetings in the

Desert Report. We have four meetings a year, usually the second
weekend in February, May, August and November. The site for
the November and May meetings varies; the February meeting is
in Shoshone, CA, and the August meeting is at Grandview camp-
ground in the White Mountains on the east side of Owens Valley.
This year’s November meeting will be at The Wi l d l a n d s
Conservancy’s Mission Creek Preserve near Desert Hot Springs,
CA. We especially encourage local citizens in the area to attend,
as many items on the agenda include local issues. Contact Tom
Budlong at (310) 476-1731, tombudlong@adelphia.net, to be put
on the invitation list. 

FROM THE EDITOR
Craig Deutsche

A PLACE TO SHARE: Focus On OHV Ma n a g e m e n t
here is a common issue no matter with whom you
talk: ranchers, hunters, hikers, law enforcement
officers, conservationists, desert residents. The
issue, of course, is how to manage off-road vehicle

recreation responsibly. It is easy to see damaged landscapes, to
object to noise, to decry injuries, and to worry about hazards to
wildlife. These problems arise along the Mexican border, in the
Mojave Desert, in the Carrizo Plain, in the Owens Valley, and all
across Nevada. Off-road enthusiasts often see the problem 
differently: “Environmentalists care about the land, but they
don’t care about people.” This issue of Desert Report focuses on
management of off-road recreation. It is imperative that we see
the question broadly and that we talk with each other.

Six people have been invited to contribute to this discussion.
The question put to these writers was: “What problems do you
see in off-road vehicle management, and what proposals would
you make for their solution?” Indeed, the authors never disputed
over solutions: rather they saw different problems. 

Perhaps the first article that should be read is “The California
O ff-Highway Vehicle Program at Age Thirty-Five.” This

describes the direct involvement of the state government in 
regulating this activity. It concludes with a plea that everyone,
legislators included, take a broad view and create a vision that
will protect California’s beautiful landscapes for the future and
which plans for responsible recreation of all sorts. A second 
article very explicitly describes the dangers to children inherent
in off-road riding. A different story is told by two employees of
the Bureau of Land Management who seek to prevent illegal
entry into designated wilderness areas by the minority of riders
who choose to disregard the boundaries. Still another article is
written by an off-road enthusiast who makes the point that 
off-road recreation is about people, not about machines.

Readers may find fault or be skeptical of some views 
presented here. Not all of the issues in off-road travel have been
a d d ressed. It is certain, however, that there will be no 
satisfactory management of off-road vehicle recreation until each
of us is able and willing to acknowledge views other than our own
and accept that the matter goes beyond our own personal desires.
There is a need to formulate a plan for all outdoor recreation in
C a l i f o rnia that protects the environment and which fairly 
balances the needs of widely diverse groups. The last of these
articles is an invitation to participate in this process. 

Recent articles in Desert Report concerning ORV issues are:
Summer, 2006: “Reigning in ORV Abuses”
Spring, 2006: “Surprise Canyon Motoring History”
Winter, 2006: “Desert Citizens Fight Back Against Illegal ORV Use”
Summer, 2005: “Some Thoughts on Off Road Vehicles”
Spring, 2004: “ORV Designation Impacts Cultural Resource”
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BY   MARTY   D ICKES

ince passage of the 1994 California Desert
P rotection Act, the BLM’s California Desert
District Field Offices have embarked on massive
w i l d e rness boundary signing, monitoring, and

restoration efforts to stop illegal vehicle use in the wilderness
areas. In Ridgecrest, we have had excellent to moderately good
success in 14 of our 16 wilderness areas. In two wildernesses,
however, we are still grappling with vehicle trespass problems on
a broad scale. These two are Kiavah and Golden Valley, two very
beautiful and distinctive places with outstanding cultural and 
biological values. Unfort u n a t e l y, they are situated near or 
immediately across from popular open vehicle play areas. These
areas are the Jawbone Canyon/Dove Springs Open Areas and the
Spangler Hills Open Area.

The initial efforts to manage wilderness boundaries used

Student Conservation Association (SCA) teams working steadily
to restore and camouflage illegal vehicle routes in our wilderness
areas. [See the accompanying article by Christopher Roholt.]
Much of this work took hold and remains intact today, a sterling
example of just how much can be accomplished with minimum
tools and labor intensive efforts. Other field offices in the Desert
District started with hard barriers and moved into SCA restora-
tion. In Ridgecrest, we started with SCA restoration and are now
moving into hard barriers in places like Kiavah and Golden
Valley where restoration alone has not been sufficient.

We have not abandoned the SCA approach in Kiavah and
Golden Valley. Indeed, we have continually reinforced and
expanded SCA restoration efforts in these areas with staff and
volunteer crews with mixed results. We are unique among Desert
District Field Offices in having a Wilderness Park Ranger on

s t a ff as well as a Wi l d e rness Coordinator/Specialist. Our
Wilderness Park Ranger devotes most of her time to these two
wildernesses. Her job is to brush out illegal vehicle tracks, mon-
itor and repair damaged restoration sites, and to maintain sign-
ing along the wilderness boundaries. Last fall, these wildernesses
were particularly hard hit during bird hunting season. We added
or replaced more than 45 boundary signs over a two-day period
in Golden Valley alone.

R i d g e c rest has also run several special law enforc e m e n t
“Sting” operations in Kiavah, with one attempt more recently in
Golden Valley. These operations are planned to catch vehicle
users trespassing into wilderness. Wilderness volunteers are
briefed by wilderness and law enforcement staff on boundary
locations and proper protocol and are then sited on high spots
near the boundaries with binoculars and radios. Law enforce-
ment rangers are located outside and along these boundaries.
When an observer sees a vehicle trespassing into wilderness he
radios the nearest law enforcement team and helps them locate
the trespasser as he enters or exits wilderness. This has proven
effective without requiring law enforcement vehicles to wait
inside wilderness to catch offenders. Law enforcement will follow
offenders in pursuit as authorized by the Wilderness Act. They
do not, however, patrol by vehicle inside wilderness. As a result
of these operations, Ridgecrest has more than quadrupled the
average number of wilderness citations written throughout the
Ridgecrest Resource Area in a single year.

S
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Managing Wilderness Areas 
Next To Open Vehicle Play Areas

continued on page 16

Hard barrier along Golden Valley Wilderness

Last fall, these wildernesses were
particularly hard hit during bird hunting

season. We added or replaced more
than 45 boundary signs over a two-day

period in Golden Valley alone.



umont Sand Dunes are
located at the southeast
end of Death Valley just
outside the park boundary.

There are basically two systems of dunes,
identified as the Big Dunes and the Little
Dunes. The Little Dunes lie alongside
Highway 127 (near mile marker 31). The
Big Dunes lie farther down the road and 4
miles northeast of the pavement.

Both systems are connected by a sandy
corridor that runs around the northern base
of the Spring Hills and that is open to vehi-
cle use. Although all the dunes are named and managed the same,
the sand is of noticeably different texture in the two systems.
Black streaks that appear on the sides of the dunes are a type of
iron (magnetite) and are magnetic. The dunes are formed by the
wind blown sands coming out of Death Valley. As the sand-bear-
ing winds pass the shoulder of the Avawatz Mountain, they lose

force and like a giant venturi drop the blowing sand. Although
the edges (cornices) of the dunes change shape with the direction
of the winds, the basic dune configurations have been the same
for the 30 years of my observation.

The dunes were originally known as “The Dunes at
Dumont,” Dumont being a siding on the now defunct Tonapah
and Tidewater Railroad named after Harry Dumont, an officer of
the Pacific Coast Borax Company. The railroad bed can still be

found on the eastern edge of the open area.
The rails extended north up the Amargosa
Canyon which is now closed to vehicles and
is choked with exotic tamarisk, a sorely
received blessing from the Middle East,
imported shortly after our Civil War.

In earlier times the road into Dumont
extended northeast to the We s t e rn Ta l c
mine on Furnace Creek Road near Tecopa.
Bits of the old pavement can still be found.
Explorers, adventurers, railroaders, miners,
horse thieves, and even the occasional camel
have visited the historic Dunes at Dumont.

At one time there was a stage station where ladies of flexible
virtue could catch a coach to the mining camps at Greenwater
above Death Valley. Hard rock mine workings can still be found
in the nearby Spring Hills.

Since the middle of the last century the dunes have become an
area used for off-highway vehicle recreation. With the growth of
our population and the restrictions on land use in other areas,
user impact has become greater. During the summer months, the
dunes stand still and silent as they always have. Only the occa-
sional foreign tourist or small film crew visits the summer dunes
and such stays are brief. The sun keeps the dunes hot and still.
Often the only sound is the raspy wings of a passing raven. It’s
that quiet, and dangerously hot. Even cell phones don’t work in
these remote dunes.

Winter is the attractive season. From October to May visitors
f rom the western states come to Dumont. They come in cars, and
pickups, and motor homes. They bring motorcycles, and all ter-
rain vehicles, and golf carts, and dune buggies, and even a type of
s n o w b o a rd for use in sand. They bring campers, and trailers, and
5th wheelers, and tents, and most of all – they bring their families.

Weekdays are fairly slow. Weekends are popular with folks
f rom Los Angeles and Las Vegas. Major holidays and school win-
ter and spring vacations are times of hyper-heavy use as visitors
come by the thousands. Friends and families tend to camp in
g roups. Children are every w h e re. It’s a multi-generational cro w d .

{
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Above: A big weekend
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 DOUGHERT  Y

Dumont Sand Dunes
Issues & Solutions

OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE MANAGEMENT

Weekends are popular with folks from 
Los Angeles and Las Vegas.

Major holidays and school winter and spring
vacations are times of hyper-heavy use as

visitors come by the thousands.



Families today camp where their fathers camped in years past.
Children run up and tumble down the dunes. Old men toss

horseshoes, a haze of charcoal barbecue smoke hangs over the
camps. Bright colored dune buggies and ATVs swoop over the
dunes and the atmosphere is like a giant company picnic or 
family reunion. But there are a lot of us.

The dunes are managed by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) out of the Barstow field office. Two rangers, from the
Shoshone BLM office, cover the dunes as part of a patrol area
larger than some states. On holidays other personnel, both law
enforcement and medical, are brought in to serve the crowds.
Dune use requires a permit fee, which is used to defray some of
the management expenses. During the season there is an 
excellent host couple serving the dunes, maintaining the facilities
and providing emergency communications.

A group known as “The Friends of Dumont Dunes” holds
semi-annual clean-ups and provides educational pro g r a m s
regarding safety and good stewardship of the lands. People who
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use the dunes are pretty nice folks. Outdoor people usually are.
Those who manage the dunes and try to regulate the usage are
striving to accomplish a forever task. But there are a lot of us.

And therein lies the problem, too many people. The BLM is
dealing with managing the dunes as best they can. They’re get-
ting better at it. We all complain about the fee money and how
it’s spent, but that’s being worked on. Men and women of good
spirit are trying to come together in common cause to keep
Dumont Sand Dunes a fine place for outdoor family recreation.
We’re getting there.

So what small management improvements might be made?
There is a safety matter to consider, not on the big weekends, but
during the off times. A person could be added to handle those
times when the hosts might like a day off. That person would be
there to generally help out and provide a source of emergency
communications.

A small 4-wheel motorized utility cart, a Rhino or Gator,
could be provided for host use to cover the weekly miles of main-
tenance and cleaning chores and provide emergency transport for
emergency personnel into the dunes. This could be kept in a
small area enclosed by a portable fence. A super dune buggy is
not needed. It’s fun to drive, but most folks don’t know how, and
it would be almost as impractical as expensive.

No big changes are needed at Dumont. BLM is working along
okay. In times of high use, things are much better than they were
even a few years ago. Dumont Sand Dunes is a people place, and
we’re all still learning. Come see the Dunes at Dumont. They’re
easy to get to, and you can drive right up to them so grandma
doesn’t have to walk. Folks are friendly and the winter weather is
mild…usually.

Mike Dougherty, 40-year resident of the Mojave Desert, lives 30 miles
from Dumont in Baker, CA. He operates a small business transporting
film crews into the dunes using large dune buggies. He also writes a reg-
ular column for Sand Sports Magazine, which focuses on motorized
sand dune recreation.

Sand rail on a quiet day 



he Wilderness Act of 1964
stipulates that designated
w i l d e rness areas are to be
places where nature may take

its course and evidence of human presence
is absent. With the passage of the California
Desert Protection Act in1994, the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) was charg e d
with managing sixty-nine new such areas.
Vehicle entry was prohibited and problems
of how to reclaim or re s t o re surface 
disturbances in these areas became acute. If
evidence of previous intrusions into wilder-
ness could be erased, then the temptation for other off-road vehi-
cles to follow would be reduced. While desert managers had
extensive experience reclaiming non-wilderness lands after coal
mining or pipeline construction, they had little to guide them
where damage was the result of vehicular overuse. Fortuitously,
another technique that was very relevant had been tried in Joshua
Tree National Monument. The development of this newer tech-
nique has made an essential contribution to the management of
off-road recreation in the desert.

In the 1980’s a paved road through Joshua Tree Monument
had been realigned. The Monument staff had undertaken to
restore de-vegetated lands along the new road. A key feature was
propagating plants with root columns several feet long. This
allowed deep planting and dramatically decreased transplant
mortality, although the technique was quite expensive. The staff
noticed that natural re-vegetation rates and density were signifi-
cantly higher on the north side of transplanted stock irrespective
of whether that vegetation survived, due to lower average 
temperature and decreased evaporation. So the Monument staff
started planting dying or dead vegetation. Such dead vegetation
became known as ‘vertical mulch’. A second key feature was to
dig small (8 inch diameter) inverted hemispheres on restoration
sites which collected both moisture and local windblown seed.
This was referred to as ‘pitting’. Many BLM staff had an oppor-
tunity to visit the Monument nursery and see their restoration
successes. An additional benefit of this technique was that visitors
could discern these treatments and were less likely to drive (or
even walk) on those sites.

Many BLM staff recognized the potential of this ‘pitting’ and
‘mulching’ technique in conjunction with established techniques
for wilderness management. These include boundary signing,
user friendly maps, a BLM Law Enforcement presence, gates and

barriers, and outreach to desert users to
help them understand appropriate uses.
Field Office wilderness staffs’ initial efforts
w e re to perf o rm the treatments behind
gates and barriers in order to make those
structures more effective. The next step was
to perform the treatments on wilderness
ways without installing gates or barriers. By
increasing the density of vertical mulch,
w i l d e rness ways were less apparent and
users were less likely to drive vehicles on
them into wilderness. This became known
as the ‘visual barrier’ technique and became

a critical wilderness boundary management tool. An advantage
was that it could be implemented using hand tools. This illus-
trated that some important wilderness management tasks could
be performed in wilderness in a cost effective manner without the
use of motorized equipment. The ‘pit and mulch’ technique also
has the advantage that novices can quickly learn to successfully
produce these ‘visual barriers’.

Many BLM staff and others have made significant contribu-
tions to wilderness boundary management by producing visual
barriers and contributing to improvements in the technique.
However, performing this technique along 4,000 miles of wilder-
ness boundaries requires an enormous amount of hard work.
Perhaps the most significant result of implementing visual barri-
er techniques is that it has grown into an incredible partnership.
In 1999, the BLM successfully applied for a grant from the
Division of Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation of the
California Department of State Parks and Recreation. The 
success was due to support from a wide variety of desert recre-
ational users, including off-highway vehicle and environmental
organizations. The BLM provided federal funding, which made
it possible to include the Student Conservation Association as a
third partner. The Student Conservation Association has helped
many young motivated volunteers to make an essential contribu-
tion to this effort and, hopefully to their continuing education.
This partnership of a non-profit organization and a Federal and
a State agency has produced one of our most successful and well
known wilderness management efforts. 

Christopher Roholt is Wilderness/NLCS Coordinator, BLM California
Desert District
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Desert Lands



CURRENT ISSUES

report investigating the circumstances surrounding Marlene Braun’s

death. They are preparing a response as required and expect to share

the report and their response in the near future.

4) The BLM anticipates resumption of work on the Regional Management

Plan (RMP) for the monument once the IG report has been released.

This will include a meeting of the MAC to discuss how to move 

forward. It has been unofficially suggested that they will take a “fresh

look” at the management issues in the plan.

5) The BLM has expressed the intention to prepare a full EIS to 

accompany the RMP, rather than the Environmental Assessment that

had been originally proposed.

Owyhee Initiative
The Owyhee, Bruneau, and Jarbidge rivers flow northward from Nevada,

through southern Idaho and eastern Oregon, and carve out the remote

and spectacular Greater Owyhee Canyonlands. This area constitutes the

largest undeveloped, unprotected wildlands in the lower 48, and is the

subject of a bill recently introduced in congress by Senator Crapo (ID) –

the Owyhee Initiative Implementation Act (S.3794). The stated purpose of

the bill is to “provide for economic stability by preserving livestock 

grazing as an economically viable use”. While the bill creates several

new wilderness areas, the provisions for their management are far more

favorable to commercial interests than were allowed in the (original)

Wilderness Act of 1964. Similarly, the sections dealing Wild and Scenic

Rivers (WSR) fall significantly short of the original WSR Act for the pro-

tection and preservation of Outstandingly Remarkable Values.

More detailed analysis of the bill can be found at:

http://www.owyheeinitiative.org (pro)

http://www.owyheeinitiative.com (con)

http://www.idahostatesman.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060820/N

EWS0105/608200356 (a recent newspaper article)

continued on page 11

California Fish And
Game Wildlife Plan
In response to a federal requirement California’s Department of Fish and

Game (CDFG) spent the last five years putting together, for the first time

ever, a comprehensive review of the status of California’s non-game

wildlife and the steps necessary to protect California’s wildlife and the

places in which they live. The draft plan identified five key issues for

wildlife conservation in California:

1) The need to integrate wildlife conservation into local land-use 

planning decisions.

2) The need to restore and conserve California’s rapidly disappearing

riparian habitat (lands next to rivers, streams and wetlands).

3) The need to provide essential water for wildlife (in other words, keep

rivers and streams flowing with enough clean water).

4) The need to control non-native weeds, wildlife, and insects that

damage California’s native wildlife and plants.

5) The need to expand conservation education for the public.

While the plan does not include provisions for implementation, it 

provides a blueprint for future efforts by local governments, by 

private environmental groups, and by state regulators. The plan is 

available online at: http://www.dfg.ca.gov/habitats/wdp/

Coachella Valley
The Coachella Valley Multi Species Habitat Conservation Plan is a 75

year plan that would protect habitat and species using development fees

for purchase of large conservation areas. It has a wide range of support

including Sierra Club, Center for Biological Diversity, the Building Industry

Association and the US Fish and Wildlife Service. In order to implement

the plan all of the participating cities needed to ratify the agreement. It

was moving forward in a steady manner until recently, when Desert Hot

Springs (DHS) voted to withdraw. On July 31st, representatives of all the

entities except DHS voted unanimously to quickly recirculate the plan

leaving DHS out. This process should take about 1 year. The problem

with delays like this is that development continues, but without the fees

being collected, and some development in conservation areas will occur.

Carrizo Plain
The future of the Carrizo Plains National Monument has been subject to

a several new developments in the past months. While these will 

certainly bear monitoring, they may potentially lead to a balanced and

responsible future for this legacy.

1) Nearly 2.5 million dollars have been promised for the purchase of 

private inholdings within the boundaries of the monument. These

funds have been provided through a combination of grants by the

BLM, by the federal Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Resources

Legacy Fund Foundation.

2) Interior Secretary Kempthorne has recently made the appointments to

the Monument Advisory Council (MAC) which provides a formal vehicle

for public input into management of the monument.

3) The California office of BLM is reviewing the Inspector General’s (IG)
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Desert Report Online
Desert Report is published at three month intervals. This means,

necessarily, that some topics are rather out of date by the time they

appear in the next printed issue. In an effort to be more timely,

several departments in Desert Report will be updated on-line between

the regular printings. This procedure has already been followed for the

Outings. In the future, beginning on November 1, the “Current Issues”

section will also be updated on-line. You are encouraged to consult the

Desert Report website to find recently added outings and to find 

information on recently developing issues in desert conservation.

Another feature which appears in the on-line version of Desert Report is

an index of articles and subjects published in past issues. This has been

created by Tom Budlong who is also keeping the index current. The

Desert Committee thanks Tom for undertaking this formidable task.

The web address for the Desert Report is:

http://www.desertreport.org.



“Children under 16 represent the largest age 

category for ATV*-related injury. A painful lesson

learned from the rising childhood injury and death

s t atistics is that these vehicles are serious

machines – not toys.” Dr. John Hafner, MD,

emergency doctor and Professor of Surgery in

Peoria, Illinois

• 9 yr old wearing helmet in fatal ATV crash,

Knox, ME 7-15-05

• 15 yr old boy dies of injuries in ATV crash, San

Bernardino, CA 7-30-05

• 12 yr old girl dies in ATV rollover, Buchanan, OR

8-01-05

• 6 yr old boy dies in ATV rollover, Forest Grove OR 6-04-05

From “Partial listing of youth fatalities nationwide, May 31, 2005 through

August 21, 2005” prepared by Concerned Families for ATV* Safety.

he most recent ATV injury and death statistics are
grim reading. 
• Of 6,494 AT V- related deaths that have occurre d
since 1982, 2019 (31 %) were under age 16, and 845

(13 %) were under age 12.
• The estimated number of injuries of children under 16 in 2004
was 44,700 (about 33 %).
• 95% of children under 16 are injured by adult-sized ATVs.
Based on a 2001 exposure study, the estimated number of ATV-
related injuries treated in hospital emergency rooms rose from
52,800 (reported in a 1997 study) to 110,100 (a 109 percent
increase). Injuries to children rose from 12 to 16.3 million (a 36
percent increase) and although the number of driving hours and
estimated vehicles increased that does not account for all the
increase. This same report showed that only 7 percent of all ATV
drivers had received formal training. (Federal Register/Vol. 70,
No. 198/ Friday, October 14, 2005/Proposed Rules, 60031-
60035.)

The Children’s Medical Center in Cincinnati notes that ATV-
related injuries tend to be more severe and more often require
surgery and hospitalization than injuries received playing basket-
ball, soccer, or riding a bike.

San Diego Children’s Hospital records show 383 traumatic
injuries for children under 16 from January 2000 - August 2004.
Of these, 200 were 11 years of age or younger. The average stay
was 3.8 days in the hospital. The costs ranged from $5,000 to
$299,289 for hospital charges for ATV trauma patients.

The players and background

Nationwide, there is no uniform
licensing or regulation of ATVs or their 
riders. There f o re it falls to consumer 
advocate groups to petition the highest
authority, the Consumer Products Safety
Commission (CPSC), to provide oversight
on this increasingly dangerous activity.

The CPSC is the independent federal
agency with jurisdiction over consumer
goods including ATVs. They have the 
regulatory authority over the safety of ATVs
and can issue rules regarding their use. They

gather and analyze data related to injuries and fatalities to make
their findings. In 1988 CPSC sued the ATV industry over the
safety of three-wheeled ATVs, forcing them to end production of
“this imminently dangerous consumer product” and implement
other voluntary steps to improve vehicle safety. The voluntary
steps included recommendations against the sale of adult-size
ATVs (vehicles with engine sizes greater than 90cc) for use by
children; warning labels and owner’s manuals with key safety
messages; and offers of training to qualified purchasers of new
ATVs. The voluntary consent decree expired in 1998. 

Prior to 1998, the advocacy organization Consumer
Federation of America (CFA) filed a law suit and then a petition
to get CPSC to ban the sale of adult-sized ATVs for use by 
children less than 16 years of age. In 2001 CFA published, in 
collaboration with Bluewater Network and the Natural Trails
and Waterways Coalition, America’s Children at Risk. In 2003
they updated it with America’s Children Still at Risk. In 2002, the
CFA and eight other groups asked the Commission to take four
actions to address the hazards of ATVs. The Commission turned
down all but the sale of adult-sized vehicles for the use of youths,
and that was denied in 2005. 

The third player in this drama is the ATV industry re p re s e n t e d
by the Specialty Vehicle Institute of America and spokes-org a n i z a-
tions for industry and riders such as the Off-Highway Ve h i c l e
Association, Motorcycle Dealers Association, ATV Association,
American Motorcyclist Association, Blue Ribbon Coalition and
American Sand Association.

Initially, there were seven major manufactures of ATVs and
related vehicles. Today over 80 importers have been identified by
the CPSC staff with China and Taiwan accounting for 10 % of
market share. In 2005, 921,000 units were sold with similar
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Are ATVs Dangerous For Youth? 

T

Above: Out of bounds and at risk



Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation
Program Strategic Planning
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BY   ED   NAVA  R  R  O

he California State Parks, Off-Highway Motor
Vehicle Recreation (OHMVR) Program is under-
taking the development of a Strategic Plan for 
Off-highway Recreation. This is being done to

meet the requirements of Public Resources Code (PRC) 5090.32
(n) and Assembly Bill 2274,

The planning process will focus on developing a visionary yet
practical guide to address short term issues and achieve progress
toward long-range goals articulated in the legislation.

The process itself will include: 1) An assessment of internal
and external issues and trends/opportunities that could have
some effect or impact on the program; 2) An analysis of a broad
spectrum of options and strategies; and 3) An action-based plan
to address those issues and opport u n i t i e s .

The Strategic Planning process asks questions about the
future and how the OHMVR program needs to perform in order
to succeed in reaching that future. The formulation of this plan,
along with strong managerial support and direction, will provide
the catalyst to meet that challenge.

The Strategic Plan will assist the California OHMVR
Division and Commission, policymakers and interested partners
in assessing: 1) Where we have been and where we are now; 2)
Where do we want to be; and 3) How do we get there? 

Involvement by all interested parties in this Strategic Planning
effort is vital to the development of responsible policies and plans
for the management of off-highway recreation. We would like to
extend an invitation to all of you to participate in formulating an
off-highway vehicle program that embraces sustainable enjoy-
ment and safe use, along with a balanced approach to the 
protection of California’s natural and cultural resources. An
OHMVR Commission subcommittee has been established to
assist the Division in the development of this process. Members
are Judy Anderson and Mark McMillin, Commissioners, and Ed
Navarro for the Division.

The assessment portion is intended to identify as many issues
as we can that could affect the overall OHMVR Program relative
to organization, off-highway vehicle opportunity, legislation,
environmental issues, land acquisition, population density and
diversity, and so on, to name just a few. For a summary of the key
issues and opportunities that have been identified to date, you
can send me an email, a phone call or visit the program’s website.
Stay informed; while this is one of our initial steps, the process
will be fast-based to meet our timeline.

If you are interested in providing input on the assessment por-
tion of the plan please e-mail me, Ed Navarro, at enavarro @
parks.ca.gov or I may be reached by phone at (916) 322-3085.

Ed Navarro is a member of the OHMVR staff.

T

numbers expected in 2006. Tr a d i t i o n a l l y, ATVs were sold
through dealers and franchises but now it is possible to purchase
them over the Internet, through mass merchandisers such as
Wal-Mart, and from ephemeral dealers that pop up and depart
mysteriously from vacant corner property.

Where we are today

In October 2005 the CPSC filed in the Federal Register an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and asked for com-
ments. On May 31, 2006 a staff briefing packet recommending
that the Commission issue a notice of rulemaking to address
youth and adult ATVs was issued. http://www. c p s c . g o v /
LIBRARY/FOIA/FOIA06/brief/ATVpt1.pdf 

The staff has eight recommendations, among them:
• Youth ATVs to meet specific mechanical performance and
design requirements and to be categorized by speed limitation
alone rather than by speed limitation and engine size;
• A means of re p o rting safety-related complaints to the 
manufacturer be provided to the purchaser;
• A certificate offering free training to each member of the 
purchaser’s immediate family for which the ATV is age-appro-
priate be provided to all purchasers of ATVs;
• Three-wheeled ATVs to be banned (including those still in
operation after 1988 production ban).

Other recommendations include a bouquet of tags hanging
from the new vehicles containing warning and safety instruc-
tions, a safety video, and parent’s signature on a statement that
they know their children should not be riding adult ATVs.

These recommendations may be compared with model legis-
lation developed by the American Academy of Pediatrics, which
would also require government action. http://aappolicy.aappu
blications.org/cgi/content/full/pediatrics;105/6/1352 
• Prohibit the use of ATVs by children under 16;
• Require all ATV operators 16 and older to be licensed. 
• Operators must pass a skills and knowledge test in order to
receive a license;
• Require ATVs to be registered with appropriate state agency;
• Address risk factors by:

• Requiring operators to wear helmets;
• Prohibiting passengers; and
• Requiring ATVs to be equipped with mufflers, workable

brakes and spark arresters.
• Require that accidents resulting in death or injury requir-

ing medical treatment be reported to the appropriate state
agency.

The doctors at Pioneer Hospital in Brawley have issued their
own recommendation:

“Thinking about an ATV for your child? Why not just beat
him in the head with a baseball bat and cut out the middleman.”

This statement is certainly extreme, but regulations concern-
ing safety are long overdue. 

*An ATV is a vehicle designed to travel on four low pressure tires, having a seat designed
to be straddled by the operator, having handlebars for steering control, and intended for
use by a single operator.

Pat Flanagan is a desert resident and grandmother with a long 
interest in children’s health issues. She is the executive director of the
Mojave Desert Land Trust and serves on the board of the Morango
Basin Conservation Association.



BY   DWIGHT   YO  U  N  G

e’ll need a really big
cake. And since there
will be 100 candles
blazing on it, we’d

better have a fire extinguisher close at hand. 
This year marks the centennial of the

Antiquities Act - and if that doesn’t strike
you as an excellent reason for a bang-up
b i rthday part y, you don’t realize how
important this particular piece of legislation
is. Trust me, it is a very Big Deal, and 
here’s why: 

In the first years of the twentieth century, plenty of people -
both inside and outside the scientific community - were alarmed
by the rampant destruction of America’s archaeological heritage.
Ancient ruins were being toppled by careless visitors. Sites were
being despoiled by looters. Collections of priceless artifacts were
being assembled and even displayed in museums with little 
concern for the context in which they had been discovered.
Especially frustrating was the fact that much of the damage was
being done on public land, and the government had little power
to stop it.

The 1906 Antiquities Act changed all of that. It established a
procedure for authorizing legitimate archaeological investiga-
tions and set penalties for destroying or stealing art i f a c t s .
Perhaps even more important, it gave the president of the United
States the power to protect “historic landmarks, historic and 
prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific
interest” on federally-owned land by unilaterally designating
them national monuments, bypassing the lengthy and politically-
charged process of congressional action.

Almost immediately after signing the Act, Pre s i d e n t
Theodore Roosevelt started putting it to good use. Ironically, the
first place he named a national monument was a geological 
feature, not an archaeological site. It was Devils Tower, the 
enormous volcanic monolith that rises like a Brobdignagian
stone tree stump in the northeastern corner of Wyoming. (In
case you’ve forgotten, it’s the mountain Richard Dre y f u s s
famously modeled in mashed potatoes in Steven Spielberg’s
“Close Encounters of the Third Kind.”) Other designations fol-
lowed: In less than three years, Roosevelt created 18 national
monuments, including natural features such as Arizona’s

Petrified Forest and Grand Canyon - an
impressively big “object of scientific inter-
est” indeed - as well as historic sites such as
the Chaco Canyon ruins and Gila Cliff
Dwellings in New Mexico. 

Almost every occupant of the White
House since 1906 - including the current
president - has followed TR’s lead. Use of
the Antiquities Act has been re s o l u t e l y
b i p a rtisan: As of mid-2006, Republican
Chief Executives had invoked it to create 60
national monuments, while their

Democratic counterparts had created 63. In California and
Nevada, national monuments created by presidential proclama-
tion (and, in some cases, later named national parks) to protect
endangered wildlife, awe-inspiring scenery and culturally-signif-
icant sites include Death Valley, Joshua Tree and Carrizo Plain.
Elsewhere across the nation, the roster of presidentially-desig-
nated monuments reads like a “Greatest Hits” list of America’s
best-known and most cherished places, from Carlsbad Caverns
and the Little Bighorn Battlefield to the Statue of Liberty and
President Lincoln’s summer cottage. 

W

100 Years Of Preserving
America’s Past
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THE ANTIQUITIES ACT

Above: Created under the Antiquities Act of 1906
Top: Carrizo Plain Pictographs — Our Archeological Heritage 

continued on page 15
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Energy Corridors
A preliminary map of potential energy corridors was released by the fed-

eral government on June 9th. This occurred after the California Energy

Commission (CEC), among others, submitted comments on the original

proposal as reported in the most recent (summer) issue of the Desert

Report. Generally there were fewer corridors than originally proposed by

industry, and they tended to follow interstates, highways, and existing

energy corridors. An analysis conducted by The Wilderness Society

revealed that there are still numerous conservation areas that could still

be impacted. An example of an area that could be bisected is the Black

Rock Desert – High Rock Canyon Emigrant Trail National Conservation

Area. The Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement will be

released this fall.

California BLM’s Paul
Brink Receives NLCS
Leadership Award
The National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) Coalition awarded

BLM California Wilderness and NLCS Coordinator Paul Brink the “2006

National Landscape Conservation System Leadership Award.” The award

recognizes BLM employees who have made exceptional contributions to

the preservation and advancement of BLM’s Conservation System. Brink

was selected from a rich pool of BLM nominee’s submitted both by their

peers and by non-profit organizations.

Brink’s contributions to the NLCS include coordinating and standardizing

the management of desert wilderness areas among federal entities,

helping to add more than 200,000 acres of lands to the wilderness 

system through the purchase of private inholdings, and co-founding Wild

Corps, a program which trains Student Conservation Association interns

to restore off-road vehicle damage in Wilderness Areas.

Marines Occupy 
Eagle Mountain
Some issues never go away. As reported in the winter issue (2006) of

The Desert Report, a federal court blocked a land exchange that was

needed if a huge solid landfill facility was to be built at Eagle Mountain

immediately east of Joshua Tree National Park. This area has now been

subject to another affront. A contractor, International Program Group, Inc

(IPG) hauled equipment, troop carriers, explosives, canons and about

1,500 Marines to Eagle Mountain at the end of June through the begin-

ning of August for training prior to being shipped to Iraq. They train at a

number of at base units around the country and world. Local residents

were not informed of the “occupation” that “secured” the local school for

the command center. There was no environmental review, and it appears

that Kaiser Ventures is unlawfully leasing land in violation of the Court’s

orders that reversed the exchange of lands involved in the Eagle

Mountain dump debacle.

Sand Mountain Butterfly
As reported in the spring, 2006, issue of Desert Report the Center for

Biological Diversity and two other groups filed a lawsuit in federal court

against the Department of Interior for failing to consider protection of this

endemic species, which lives only in the Sand Mountain Dunes east of

Fallon, NV. On August 8th the Federal Fish and Wildlife Service ruled that

there was enough scientific evidence to justify a formal review of the

status of the Sand Mountain Blue Butterfly for protection under the

Endangered Species Act. It is expected that a year will be required for

this study before a final determination can be reached. As might be

expected, off-road riders who recreate at these dunes and environmen-

talists differed in their judgments about this ruling.

Las Vegas Searches For
More Water
The growth of Las Vegas and its search for water are well known. [“How

We’re Losing the West We Thought We’d Won” in the Summer Issue of

the Desert Report] The Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) is par-

ticularly anxious to tap ground water found in the Spring and Snake

Valleys in White Pine County. With a hearing date for their applications

approaching (September 11, 2006), they are applying maximum pressure

to convince protesters to withdraw their objections. This is being accom-

plished via cash incentives and political pressure. So far White Pine

County has resisted both. The hearing is scheduled to last three weeks

and a decision by the State Water Engineer is probably months away. If

recent history is any indication the State Engineer will be conservative in

his ruling and SNWA will not be awarded more than 50% of what they

are requesting. If that happens, the Authority has the option of suing in

State Court. The outcome of the Spring Valley hearing will be critical in

determining what degree of protection all of Nevada’s groundwater will

receive in future.

Panamint Valley
Pleasant Canyon, immediately behind Ballarat in the Panamint

Mountains, suffered considerable damage several years ago when a

mining company, MBE Gold, carried out some exploratory drilling at the

World Beater Mine and then departed. Efforts to put the road back into

reasonable driving condition also destroyed a lot of riparian habitat,

pushing lots of uprooted plant growth to the sides of the road. It’s nearly

impossible to have a rugged road in a narrow riparian canyon with an

active stream. The resolution proposed by the BLM would use an older

road above the canyon to detour around the riparian area, and the route

would then reconnect with the Pleasant Canyon route where this could

be done without negative consequences. An Environmental Analysis (EA)

to describe this action is being prepared, and should be distributed

before the end of 2006. To get on the list when the EA is distributed,

write or call Linn Gum at the BLM Ridgecrest field office, 300 S

Richmond Road, Ridgecrest, CA 93555, 760-384-5400.

continued from page 7



The California Off-Highway Vehicle Program

estimated gallons of fuel used off highway were used for straight
OHV motorized recreation. 80% was spent on OHV driving in
conjunction with non-motorized activities like hiking, hunting,
wildlife viewing, mountain biking and horseback riding. If the
new California survey produces a similar result, the OHV
Program could face a radical restructuring as non-motorized
recreation interests clamor for their share of the fuel tax income.

In 2006/2007, the OHV Commission has $18 million dollars
available from the OHV Trust Fund for grant funding to be 
distributed to the Forest Service, to the Bureau of Land
Management, and to local government, who, in their grant appli-
cations, have set out their proposals to continue operations and
maintenance, restoration of OHV damage, wildlife surveys and
law enforcement programs on our public lands. Local law
enforcement agencies rely on this state grant money to help
them support rural residents impacted by irresponsible 
OHV use.

As we await the results of the new Fuel Tax Survey and
embark upon discussions of the ramifications of a re-structuring
of the OHV Trust Fund, we have an opportunity to consider
what it might look like on the ground if we re-allocate large
amounts of money from managing the myriad impacts of OHV
recreation to promoting other types of recreation. It is possible
that there would be no noticeable deterioration of our public
lands. Or, the impacts could skyrocket. With the impacts of
increasing numbers of Californians hitting the highways and 
bi-ways of California to “recreate,” what other solutions might
we come up with to manage the increasing numbers of off road
vehicles being sold in California and nation-wide?

Perhaps we could earmark a portion of our fuel tax dollars to
craft a statewide visionary plan for the future of our gorgeous
state. How wonderful for all of us to be involved in conceiving a
big picture strategic plan with goals and objectives to address our
most important responsibility as citizens: to protect and preserve
for this and future generations, as much as we can of California’s
unique and beleaguered biodiversity, including soils, air, water,
quality of life, peace and quiet and dark skies. 

References:
California Off-Highway Vehicles: In the Money and Out of
Control August 1999, by Karen Schambach
Taking the High Road: The Future of California’s Off-
Highway Vehicle Recreation Program 2003, by the Off-
Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Division of California State
Parks

Terry Weiner is a resident of San Diego, a long time desert activist, and
is currently the Imperial County Coordinator for the Desert Protective
Council

He immediately began to take steps toward reform of the
Program and to implement the OHV Division’s mission to pro-
vide for OHV recreation while providing for law enforcement
and conservation of the state’s cultural and natural resources. In
May 2000, he convened a statewide “Stakeholders’ Roundtable”,
with representatives of OHV and non-motorized recreation,
conservation groups, public land managers, representatives of
local government and law enforcement agencies, as well as OHV
industry lobbyists. The charge to the Roundtable was to review
the OHV Program regulations and through a consensus process,
recommend changes in order to create an “optimum” OHV
recreation program.

Meeting monthly for the first year, the group succeeding in
helping the Division craft legislation in 2001-AB723, which
extended the Program’s sunset date from 2003 to January 2007
and in 2003, a much broader piece of legislation, AB2274, which
among other things, made significant changes to the structure of
allocations of the OHV Trust Fund – (the pot of money, $55 
million in 2005, which fuels the OHV program.) Under changes
mandated by AB 2274, 54% of the Trust Fund must go into the
Conservation and Enforcement Services Account (CESA) and
46% goes to the rest of the program’s management. All of the
fuel tax dollars attributed to unregistered (illegal) off-highway
vehicles must be allocated to conservation and enforcement with
a fixed percentage earmarked specifically for restoration activi-
ties. These funding formulas are designed to better address the
issues of law enforcement, wildlife and land protection and
restoration of damage from uncontrolled OHV use on federal,
state and private lands through the OHV Grant Program.

About 85% of the dollars that go into the OHV Trust Fund
come from a percentage of California fuel taxes, calculated to
reflect the amount and types of OHV use in the State. The
remaining 15% or so comes from State Vehicular Recreation
Area (SVRA) entrance fees, from OHV registrations (the “Green
Sticker” fee – $25.00 every two years), and from interest, and
fines and forfeitures on OHV-related citations. The amount of
fuel tax dollars transferred into the Trust Fund is based upon a
1990 phone survey of households on fuel consumption rates by
the various types of vehicles used for OHV recreation. The 1990 
calculations though now hopelessly out-of-date, are still being
used. AB2274 mandated that the Division undertake and 
complete a new Fuel Tax Survey by 2004.

We are still awaiting the results of this Study as of August
2006. As per the 1990 survey results, the bulk of the fuel taxes
transferred into the Trust Fund are attributable to non-registered
OHV use in the state, i.e., for example in 2002/03, 59% of the 41
million dollars fuel tax dollars that went into the OHV Trust
Fund were from illegal OHV use! It is a myth that the OHV
Program is supported mainly by legitimate OHV users fees – the
percentage of money from Green Sticker fees currently going
into the Trust Fund is between 8 and 10%.

When the new Fuel Tax survey is released, it is expected to
reflect a changing pattern of OHV use in California, and will
probably result in a different breakdown of fuel tax dollars 
available for management of OHV Recreation. A re c e n t
Washington State Fuel tax Study showed that only 20% of

continued from page 1
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BY   ANN   RONALD

t isn’t much to look at. 
Once the commercial site of

swimming pools and bath houses
and spas and snack bars, with

hook-ups for large re c reational vehicles,
this series of warm springs and ponds is an
unlikely place for preservation. Even the
most obvious vegetation – hundreds of palm
trees with individual root masses reaching
voraciously into the pools – is non-native.
Located northeast of Las Vegas between
Interstate 15 and U.S. Highway 93, the
grounds even now don’t resemble a pristine place in the desert.
When the Moapa dace (Moapa coriacea) was declared endan-
gered, however, the federal government stepped in and began
buying the surrounding property. After the first thirty acres were
acquired in 1979, the area was formally designated a National
Wildlife Refuge (NWR). Twenty-eight more acres were added in
1997, another forty-eight in 2000. Now the Moapa Valley NWR
is poised for recovery-recovery of the Moapa dace and recovery
of the site itself.

Until that recovery is more pronounced, the refuge remains
closed to the public. But I can give you a preview of what you’ll
see when the grounds are finally opened. In July Amy Sprunger-
Allworth, the Refuge Manager, led a group from spring to spring
and pond to pond. On an eastern Nevada water tour, searching
out places that might be affected by various water importation
schemes, we were an eclectic bunch of scientists, lawyers, 
teachers, and activists. Amy took us first to the showpiece, a
series of newly-constructed viewing windows with different
hydraulic systems. There the Moapa dace, plus assorted mollies
and spring fish, can swim in a well-designed habitat that shows
off the thousand dace that still survive. Approximately three
inches long, skinny little guys clear in color with a definitive
black spot near the tail, the fish look like they belong in some-
one’s aquarium, not swimming free in a refuge declared for their
preservation.

In fact, to look around the property and think about it as a
preserve strains the imagination. While we were there, several
workmen, two caterpillar tractors and a large cement truck were
working the area near the new restrooms that are not yet open
for business. The screech of machinery often drowned out Amy’s
voice as she talked about the place she clearly loves. The detritus

from the old resorts has all been taken away,
she explained, and native vegetation has
been planted to replace the invasive palm
trees. Still, it seemed odd to walk among
native plants protected by plastic cages and
to see piles of dead palms waiting to be
burned or hauled away. I liked the dace, but
I wasn’t sure about the surrealistic 
ambience. 

Then we strolled up the Pedersen Unit
hillside, where the highest spring in the
entire valley bubbles warmly out of the

ground. A canary-in-the-mine kind of place, I soon learned. All
of these Moapa springs near the headwaters of the Muddy River
flow from an aquifer deep underground, and developers have
plans to make use of that water. A valley away, Harv e y
Whittemore and his Wingfield Nevada Group are building a
42,000-acre planned community in what is now empty desert.
Construction on the first three golf courses has already begun;
approximately 7,000 homes will soon follow in what is the first
phase of a destination resort that will one day hold eighteen golf
courses, a hotel, a fitness spa and wellness center, a swim club

I

The Moapa Valley
National Wildlife Refuge

Above: Visitors at the Moapa National Wildlife Reserve 
Top: Endangered Moapa Dace

continued from page 19



Sierra Nevada Bighorn
Sheep & Domestic Sheep

BY   PAUL   MCFA  R  L  A  N  D

ew cre a t u res embody the
wild, thin-aired freedom of
high mountains like bighorn
sheep. Bounding from gran-

ite precipice to sheer cliff face, running at
shocking speeds across loose talus fields or
serenely resting on an isolated ledge, these
wooly creatures perfectly match the aban-
don, austerity and peace of their chosen
mountain home. Today, a recovering herd
of bighorn in the Sierra Nevada, slowly 
re-inhabiting its ancestral alpine home, is running smack into
one of its most dangerous obstacles – the threat of disease-carry-
ing domestic sheep. 

Bighorn sheep are believed to have arrived in North America
via the Bering Strait land bridge sometime in the Pleistocene.
Today, many scientists recognize three traditionally distinct
species of bighorn roaming the mountainous regions of the west
from British Columbia to Northern Mexico. Two of these three

species are found in California - the Sierra Nevada Bighorn (Ovis
canadensis sierrae) and the Desert Bighorn (Ovis canadensis nelsoni).
Two local populations of sheep -the Sierra Nevada Bighorn of
the Sierra Nevada (Ovis canadensis sierrae) and the bighorn inhab-
iting Southern California’s Peninsular Ranges (Ovis canadensis
nelsoni) are listed as federally-endangered.

Owing to a variety of human-caused factors - habitat loss and
degradation, competition from livestock and disease transmission
from domestic to wild sheep - bighorn populations throughout
the west have declined along a trajectory as precipitous as a sheer
granite cliff. Today, bighorn are extirpated from many of their
native ranges and, despite Herculean efforts to recover this

emblematic mountain species, less than 10%
of the west’s pre-settlement population of
bighorn persist today over less than 1/3 their
original range. While some other wildlife
species decimated in our nation’s western
expansion have rebounded, one of the main
reasons bighorn numbers remain so low is
the devastating effect of disease, mainly a
pneumonia-type re s p i r a t o ry infection
caused by the some bacteria of the genus
Pasteurella, transmitted from domestic sheep

to wild bighorn.

Sierra’s bravest mountaineer

The tale of bighorn sheep in California’s Sierra Nevada close-
ly mirrors that of bighorn around the west. Historically, over
1000 individual bighorn ranged over the Sierra from Olancha to
Sonora Pass, but their numbers plummeted with the arrival of
Europeans. In response to dwindling numbers of sheep, the
California legislature permanently protected bighorn in 1883. 

Following a steep population decline to around 100 total
sheep in the late 1990’s, the Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep was
listed as a distinct population segment under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) on January 3, 2000. While listing under the
ESA has definitely provided more resources and regulatory pro-
tection for the Sierra bighorn, real threats to the Sierra bighorn’s
continued existence remain. Around 350 bighorn roam the Sierra
today.

The most immediate threat facing Sierra bighorn today comes
from the close proximity of domestic sheep to the Lee Vining –
or “Yosemite” – herd of Sierra bighorn. Numerous sightings of
bighorn from this northernmost herd have occurred north of
Lundy Canyon, especially around Dunderburg Peak and
Kavanaugh Ridge on the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest,
where domestic sheep are allowed to graze each summer. The
chances of disease transmission from the domestic sheep grazing
on these public land allotments is very real, as illustrated by
numerous historic and current events, and most recently by the
Fish & Wildlife Service’s Draft Recovery Plan for the Sierra

{
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DANGEROUS INTERACTIONS

Sierra Bighorn: recovering but still not out of the woods

Today, a recovering herd of bighorn in the
Sierra Nevada is running smack into one of

its most dangerous obstacles.



Antiquities Act at 100
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But the Antiquities Act did more than save some iconic places
from being paved over or simply allowed to crumble. For one
thing, it greatly – and permanently – expanded the federal role in
preservation: While it applied only to land owned or contro l l e d
by the US government, it laid the groundwork for later laws –
including the 1935 Historic Sites Act and the 1966 National
Historic Pre s e rvation Act – that fostered the recognition and pro-
tection of historic places in both public and private ownership.
Also, by establishing policies for scientific archaeological investi-
gation, the Act encouraged Americans to feel that our heritage is
a public treasure, not merely a commercial asset, and should be
treated with the utmost respect, employing only the best prac-
tices, the highest level of scholarship and the most up-to-date
technology in its identification, preservation and interpretation. 

A century after the Antiquities Act was signed, the good news is
that historic re s o u rces on federally-managed lands are generally
better off than they were in 1906. The bad news is that many of
these re s o u rces are still in jeopardy – as evidenced by the fact that
the National Landscape Conservation System, comprising 26 mil-
lion acres of mountains, forests, prairies and deserts in 12 western
states, appeared last year on the National Tru s t ’s list of America’s
11 Most Endangered Historic Places. In 2006, just as in 1906, our
historic and cultural tre a s u res need the safeguards provided by this
f a r-sighted piece of legislation.

The actual anniversary of the Antiquities Act fell on June 8,
but it’ll be all right if your celebration is a bit late. In fact, a piece
of legislation this important is worth celebrating all year long,
every year.

Dwight Young works for the National Trust for Historic Preservation.
This article is adapted from his column, “Back Page,” in the May-June
issue of their magazine Preservation.

Our Historical Heritage in the Carrizo Plains 
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Nevada Bighorn Sheep. Disease transmission from livestock has
been implicated as the probable cause of an ongoing pneumonia
outbreak killing desert bighorn from the Silver Canyon herd in
the White Mountains, east of the Sierra Nevada. Given the 
documented historical declines of other bighorn herds from
around the west that have contracted disease from domestic
sheep, a disease outbreak in the small herds endemic to
California’s Range of Light would be disastrous. The Humboldt-
Toiyabe National Forest has yet to decide the fate of the allot-
ments north of Lundy Canyon, and in all likelihood, this year will
bring another roll of the dice for Sierra Bighorn as domestic
sheep range over nearby alpine slopes. 

In the waning years of the 19th century, John Muir compared
the decline of the once robust antelope and elk herds of
California’s Central Valley with the Sierra bighorn’s relatively
safe high mountain haunts. He urged “all lovers of wilderness [to]

rejoice with me in the rocky security of…the bravest of all the
Sierra mountaineers.” Unfortunately, the Sierra bighorns remote
location can’t protect them from the avoidable threats posed by
domestic sheep grazing public lands. The bighorn’s real security
is in our hands - the public, land mangers, scientists, livestock
producers - in an age where there is nowhere distant. 

The article above was written in early May but publication was post-
poned as new developments were not anticipated for some time.This was
a mistaken judgment: The U.S. Forest Service has recently chosen not
to authorize grazing this season on the Dunderberg Allotment, the
southernmost and most threatening allotment. Two other allotments to
the north will continue to be grazed this season with a few additional
restrictions to protect the Bighorn. This was done largely in response to
concerns expressed by a number of scientists and conservationists. While
the resting of the allotment this year is good, more than anything, it just
postpones taking concrete steps to perma-
nently protect the Bighorn from diseases
carried by domestic sheep. – Editor

Paul Mcfarland is executive director of
Friends of the Inyo, a Bishop-based
public lands and wildlife conservation
o r ga n i z a t i o n . FOI wo rks through
advocacy, education and direct stew-
ardship. Learn more at www.friends
oftheinyo.org.

The most immediate threat facing Sierra
bighorn today comes from the close 

proximity of domestic sheep to the Lee
Vining herd of Sierra bighorn.
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In Golden, we are proposing to build two intermittent and/or
continuous fences along the nort h e rn boundary of the wildern e s s
w h e re it interfaces Limited Use lands and the Spangler Hills Open
A rea. We also plan to install pipe barriers (which will re q u i re little
or no maintenance) at the wilderness boundary in remote locations
w h e re terrain permits (narrow washes) and to armor other
impacted restoration sites with large boulders. This is the first time
that we have tried to make a concerted eff o rt as a whole, 
t reating all sides of the wilderness boundary at once, with location-
specific treatments, rather than in a more generalized and 
piecemeal fashion, to solve the vehicle trespass problems there .

Public education

We need to target off-highway vehicle users in the Open and
Limited Use Areas, providing materials they can accept and
understand. Our subject needs to be broader than just
Wilderness. We need to explain and sell to them the differences
between Open, Limited Use, and Closed (Wilderness) Areas.
The average off-highway vehicle user does not differentiate
between these management areas, although these land classifica-
tions are embedded in the California Desert Conservation Area
Plan and have provided the basis for all planning in the region
since 1980. We should use the Recreational Opport u n i t y
Spectrum (Volume C, Appendix IV of the CDCA Plan) as a 
selling point. Land classifications exist to protect and preserve
the full spectrum of recreational opportunities available on public
lands – non-motorized as well as motorized. We need to 
continue to sign the Open Area and Limited Use Area bound-
aries as well as the Wilderness boundaries. We need to provide
regional guides/recreation maps that incorporate the wilderness
areas into a general recreation framework that also includes 
limited use and open areas.

Implementation of a designated route network

Successful implementation of a designated route system in the
Limited Use Areas will be the most effective way of 
differentiating these areas from the Open Areas. As most wilder-
nesses are surrounded by Limited Use Areas, route designation
should help slow riders down by steering them into touring loops
as they approach the wilderness boundary or by funneling them
into acceptable approaches terminating in parking areas, camp-
sites, and equestrian-pedestrian trailheads. Part of successful
route implementation will be making sense of the designated
route system on the ground by providing satisfying connecting
loops and real destinations instead of dead-ends. Another part
will be giving people something to do when they come to the
ro a d ’s end. We must start identifying and highlighting 
recreational opportunities, existing foot and equestrian trails,
prime bird watching and wildflower viewing areas, rock climbing
areas, etc., so people have a reason to get out or off of their 
vehicles to visit and explore wilderness! 

Marty Dickes is Wilderness Resource Coordinator for the Ridgecrest
Office of the Bureau of Land Management. In this capacity it is her job
to both protect designated wilderness and to assist persons who seek its
opportunities.

Managing Wilderness Areas Next To Open Vehicle Play Areas
continued from page 3

If just one percent of the off-road vehicle users trespass into
wilderness on a frequent and recurring basis, and visitation in the
surrounding areas amounts to more than 98,000-248,000 riders
in a given year, that means that as many as 980-2,480 riders are
riding illegally into these wildernesses each year. At that rate,
restoration sites cannot recover and the illegal vehicle route net-
work within these wildernesses cannot be laid to rest. It’s a sad
day when the only lands that can be successfully set aside and 
protected are those that are physically impassible to vehicles.
Steep, precipitous, ro c k y, or heavily-wooded, mountainous 
terrain generally has less cultural or biological value than more
gentle and accessible terrain, the flat expanses and rolling hills
covered by assorted scrub plant communities. Individual units of
the wilderness preservation system are selected for their variety,
not their similarity. The system seeks to protect and preserve the
broadest possible representative sampling of types of wild lands
and diverse habitats still available to us. In these two wilderness
areas, a handful of outlaw riders are undermining the system,
damaging public resources that belong to us all.

Where do we go from here?

We certainly don’t give up! We are mandated by law (the
Wilderness Act of 1964) to do our best to protect and preserve
these areas as wilderness. In Ridgecrest we are now turning our
attention to the following:

Hard barriers

We have hiked and mapped the trespass route networks in
both the Kiavah and Golden Valley Wildernesses. We have iden-
tified the key entry and exit points. In Kiavah, we are proposing
to construct two long fences; one at the bottom of Bird Springs
Pass which will supplement a successful fence built just north of
the pass in 2003. It is estimated that the 2003 fence has stopped
95% of the trespass problem that used to occur in the area. We
are also proposing to build a long fence near a 1500’ hillclimb in
wilderness called Nellie’s Nip. Last Spring a major SCA restora-
tion project was undertaken here by five eight-member crews.
Already, five months later, two riders have bypassed and tres-
passed over portions of this restoration site. 
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BY   BRADLE Y   MAST IN

he Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT)
crosses our area on historic trade routes, connect-
ing water source to water source. Known as “the
longest, crookedest, most ornery pack trail in the

history of the United States,” the trail was primarily a trade route
between the Mexican frontier outposts of Santa Fe New Mexico,
and Los Angeles California.

The Old Spanish Trail tied together a network of 3 historic
trails in Sante Fe, linking California markets with Mexico and the
eastern United States. The other two trails are El Camino Real
de Tierra Adentro running south to Mexico City, and the Sante
Fe Trail running east to St. Louis. These trails are also part of the
National Trails System, which now includes 24 national historic
and scenic trails. The Old Spanish Trail was the 23rd trail added
to the system on 12/4/2002 when S. 1946 (Campbell,
Nighthorse) was signed into Public Law No: 107:325.

The Old Spanish Trail has a colorful history involving the
horse thief trade, slavery, fierce Indian warriors, American fur-
trappers, and bold Mexican traders. This area’s history is tied to
Spain and Mexico. In fact, the Spanish Empire claimed this land-
scape for longer than it has been part of the United States.
However, the Spanish never could establish an overland route
between their provincial capitals in Sante Fe New Mexico and
Monterey California.

The OSNHT time period of significance begins in 1829 when
Mexican trader Antonio Armijo took 100 mules and 60 men

1,200 miles each way from NM to CA, and back. This was the
first successful annual overland trade caravan, and was sanctioned
by the recently independent government of Mexico. The new
trail was really just new use on well established Native American
trade trails. The time period of significance ends in 1848, when
wagon travel was established along the route.

Now is the time to pause and think about how we want our
society to reflect this piece of national history, and the southwest
culture. We are in the time and place to locate, identify, interpret
and protect OSNHT resources; or they will be gone forever.
Overall, awareness of the trail is growing among land manage-
ment agencies, historical and cultural non-profits, and the 
public. As our awareness of the trail increases, we understand the
significance of saving and managing Old Spanish Trail resources.

Currently, the National Park Service (NPS), the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and the Old Spanish Trail Association
(OSTA) are collaborating to prepare the draft Comprehensive
Management Plan (CMP) for the OSNHT. The national 
planning team working on this management plan recently 
completed a series of public scoping meetings throughout the six
states the trail crosses. The CMP will prescribe management
practices on public lands within the trail corridor.

The plan will lay out a strategy for managing the trail, trail
related resources, and the surrounding landscapes. The first
planning issue has been to define the trail corridor and its

T

The Old Spanish
National Historic Trail 

MOJAVE DESERT

Modine Meadows in 2006 Modine Meadows in 1976
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BY   SUSAN   SORRELLS

inding through western Nevada and 
eastern California, the Amargosa River has
often been called the diamond of the
Mojave Desert. The “hide and seek” river,

over 125 miles long, is inclined to travel underground, occasion-
ally surfacing to create lush oases surrounded by harsh dry desert.
These riparian islands harbor unique plants, endangered fish, and
a wide variety of birds, many of which are species protected by
the state of California. Known to Native Americans, explorers,
prospectors, soldiers, and ranchers, surprisingly these places
remain little known today and they remain largely unprotected.
With change inevitable, the newly-formed Amarg o s a
Conservancy is working to preserve this desert resource – its nat-
ural history, its human history, and its economy.

Rising in the southern Great Basin near Pahute Mesa in
Nevada at 7,700 feet, the Amargosa flows largely underground
before emerging in Oasis Valley north of Beatty. From there it
meanders south out of sight to again pop up in Ash Meadows,
Shoshone, Tecopa, and Amargosa Canyon. After making a horse-
shoe bend, the journey ends at ancient Lake Manly on the floor
of Death Valley. Unique species found along the way include the
famous Devil’s Hole pupfish, speckled dace, Amargosa toad, Ash
Meadows gumplant and the Amargosa 
niterwort. Yellow warblers, yellow- breasted
chats, vermillian flycatchers, and Vi rg i n i a
warblers are among the birds found here, all
considered threatened.

The valleys, hills, and mountains 
surrounding the river are spectacular in their
own way. The Funeral Mountains, Kingston
Range, the Resting Springs Range, and the
Nopahs are scenic treasures. Geologists have
described this terrain as “world class geology”
and bring classes from throughout the U.S. to
Shoshone and its surroundings. Some of the
earliest life forms on our planet appear in the
dolomite formations east of Tecopa, and the
jumbled and fractured rocks north of the Ibex
Hills still puzzle modern geologists.

Early Native American occupation is 
evidenced by sleeping circles, shelter caves,
geoglyphs and an abundance of mortars and
pestles, scrapers, pottery shards, and projec-
tile points. More recent trails, mining 
structures, and written records tell of later
v e n t u res including explorers such as Kit

Carson, John C. Fremont, and Brigham Young in the area. In
1829 Antonio Armijo established the Old Spanish Trail, which
brought a constant flow of visitors into the Amargosa region.
Prospectors traveling to the California gold fields heard rumors
that the mountains surrounding the Amargosa River contained
silver, gold, lead, copper, and zinc treasures. Evidence of their
workings remains in many areas. In 1906 the Tonopah and
Tidewater Railroad (T&T) was constructed along the banks of
the Amargosa to carry borax from rich borate deposits. Remnants
of the alignment remain visible in many places. A couple of
decades later, Death Valley National Monument was established
encompassing the mountains and valley to the west.

In the early 1970’s, Sierra Club desert activist Miriam Romero
and her husband Ben, who had worked on the T&T, gathered a
group of scientists to study part of area in depth for the first time.
In 1972 they produced a report of the study results in Amargosa
Canyon-Dumont Dunes Proposed Natural Area. During this era,
both the BLM and the Sierra Club were just beginning to docu-
ment the desert treasures. The recognition of the fragile nature
of the area around Tecopa and range of resources was used to
help convince Senator Alan Cranston to create the California
Desert Conservation Area in 1976, and led to “ACEC” status for

W

THE AMARGOSA CONSERVANCY

Protecting A Desert Jewel
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Amargosa River - water in the Desert



Moapa Valley National Wildlife Refuge
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Grimshaw Lake and Amargosa Canyon in the 1980 Desert Plan.
Although the rich resources of the Amargosa region were

known and appreciated by local residents, a few visitors, parts of
the Sierra Club, and some government officials, the area was not
given meaningful protection in either the Desert Plan or in the
California Desert Protection Act of 1994. Wilderness areas were
created in the nearby Funeral Mountains, Ibex Hills, Kingston
Range, Resting Spring Range, and the Nopahs, and the Death
Valley boundary was pushed to the bed of the Amargosa River.
However there was no provision for the river. Except for the
areas of Ash Meadows and the Amargosa Canyon, the river and
its oases have been left unprotected. Even the Area of Critical
Environmental Concern designation, a designation gleaned from
a casual phrase in the 1976 legislation, has never had any “teeth.”
Even more damaging is the fact that the river is often seen as
fragments and not as a system.

Eclipsed by its more well-known neighbors, Death Valley
National Park and the Mojave Preserve, the area remained in
shadow, protected by its very obscurity. But no longer are its
unique and fragile re s o u rces immune to the effects of 
b u rgeoning population growth in southern California and 
southern Nevada. In the last five years Las Vegas sprawl has led
to overdrafting of ground water. Growing without adequate
water or infrastructure, the sprawl problems have spilled over
into the fragile Amargosa region in both California and Nevada. 
This situation has been exacerbated by a decline in funding for
the agencies that have protected the area in the past.

In March 2004 a group of residents and others concerned
about the Amargosa area decided that a locally based 
conservancy would be the most effective way to address these dif-
ficult and disturbing issues. A year later the Amarg o s a
Conservancy was officially incorporated and funded. 

Since incorporation the Conservancy has worked with local
communities and government agencies on such issues as: the
water monitoring and the Beatty “land release,” and the Eastern
Sierra Rural Heritage and Economic Enhancement Act (H.R.
5149, S.2567) which would give 23 miles of the Amargosa River
protection under the Wild and Scenic River Act and would
include it in the National Landscape Conservation System. 

The Conservancy is partnering with the Bureau of Land
Management, the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and
others to control tamarisk along the river. The past spring, more
than 66 acres of tamarisk were removed. The Conservancy has
also acquired 160 acres located at the headwaters of Willow
Creek in Amargosa Canyon. Old Tecopa, a historical site in the
area, is located on this property.

Susan Sorrells is a third generation resident of Shoshone and president
of the Amargosa Conservancy.

with numerous pools, a tennis center, and 50,000 residents. On
the Coyote Spring website, under a banner titled “Turning with
the Earth,” the following paragraph appears:

Coyote Springs is devoted to developing, rather than depleting, its
surrounding resources. While land is a valued resource, water is even
more precious in the region. Coyote Springs’ water supply comes from a
substantial aquifer; this underground lake will be responsibly managed
for the lush, thriving Coyote Springs community.

That same aquifer bubbles into the Pedersen Spring and the
rest of the Moapa Valley National Wildlife Refuge. Scientists
cannot be certain of the geological results from an ongoing draw-
down of the aquifer water, although the developer insists that no
problems will ensure. What is certain, however, is that the
Pedersen Spring will be the first place affected if the drawdown
turns out to be an unfortunate extension from one valley to the
next. I close my eyes and think of Mono Lake and the Owens
Valley in California, then open them at look again at the
Pedersen Spring. What happens if its water no longer bubbles to
the surface, the Moapa dace replaced by a human population of
wintertime desert dwellers? 

No one really knows the eventual impact of Coyote Springs. I
can predict, however, that the pre s e rvation of a thousand 
endangered fish ultimately will not take precedence over a billion
dollar investment. For now, I try not to think about it, enjoying
instead the enthusiasm of Amy’s plans for the Refuge’s future. I
even imagine how the Sierra Club might help. A wonderful place
for a service trip, I decide. I like to believe the Refuge’s future
looks brighter than its past, and that our support will help sustain
its development. I smile as I stroll back down the hill past the
gentle buzz of a rattlesnake coiled nearby, and again when I pause
once more at the viewing windows, watching the flash of the
Moapa dace dancing in the sunlit water.

Ann Ronald, Foundation Professor of English at the Unive rsity of
N e va d a , R e n o , has written many books and articles about the A m e r i c a n
We s t . Her latest, Oh, Give Me A Home, was published just this month.

continued from page 13

In July Amy Sprunger-Allworth, the Refuge
Manager, led a group from spring to 

spring and pond to pond. On an 
eastern Nevada water tour, searching out
places that might be affected by various

water importation schemes, we were
an eclectic bunch of scientists, lawyers,

teachers, and activists.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Learn more about the Amargosa Conservancy by contacting its

Resource Advocate, Brian Brown at (760) 852-4403.



California/Nevada Regional Conservation Committee
Desert Committee

Outings
Service trips are an integral part of the Desert Committee Outings

Program. They represent a way to have fun and improve the 

environment at the same time. Pulling weeds is not something we

normally consider fun, but when done in the company of others,

where you can talk and tell tales (tall and otherwise) the time

passes quickly, and you find you’ve accomplished a lot without

realizing how hard you are working. Not all service trips involve

pulling weeds (i.e. non-native invasives). Other trips involve 

disguising illegal off-road trails, re-signing wilderness areas, or

removing ranch fencing from now public lands. Tamarisk removal

has been the theme for several service trips. The results of

tamarisk removal can be astounding. Water flows where there

was not any before, and there is an increase in native plants and

animals. Another ongoing theme has been using the techniques

developed by the Student Conservation Association to disguise

and rehabilitate illegal OHV routes. These methods, such as 

vertical mulching, can blend a route back into the surrounding

habitat so that it no longer attracts vehicles. In addition to these,

the removal of fencing left from ranching days on the Carrizo

Plain make the National Monument safer for the Pronghorned

Antelope. Trips can be on public land, managed by the Forest

Service, the Bureau of Land Management, or the National Park

Service; they can be at private preserves such as Wind Wolves.

Many trips are structured so that most of the work is done on

Saturday and then the group is rewarded on Sunday with a trip to

a special place. Often this involves having a ranger take the

work-party to places where the public is normally not allowed or

is allowed only on a limited basis. Sometimes these trips visit

sites that are little known or are difficult to find. We invite you to

join us. There are five service trips listed in the schedule this

issue: Tamarisk removal in the Santa Rosa Wilderness on Sept 23

& 24, tree planting at Cottonwood Campground on Sept 30 & Oct

1, barbed wire removal at the Carrizo Plain on Oct 14 & 16 and

again on the 28th & 29th, and trail creation/sign posting in the

Golden Valley Wilderness Area on Dec 9 & 10.

For questions about, or to sign up for a particular outing, please

contact the leader listed in the write-up. For questions about

Desert Committee outings in general, or to receive the outings list

by e-mail, please contact Kate Allen at kjallen@qnet.com or 

661-944-4056.

Tamarisk Removal Service Trip – Santa Rosa Wilderness
September 23-24, Saturday-Sunday

Service and Hike in Santa Rosa Wilderness: Tamarisk is indis-
criminant and unrelenting. We will assist the BLM in eradicating
this non-native invasive from a part of the Santa Rosa Wilderness
A rea within the recently created San Jacinto National
Monument. Loppers and handsaws are the tools, and a bad atti-
tude toward tamarisk is required. Saturday is for work, and then
Sunday is reserved for a recreational hike. Celebrate and serve
this monument before it is discovered by the whole world. Justin
Seastrand, Wilderness Coordinator for the Palm Springs BLM,
will be our mentor. Contact Leader: Craig Deutsche, (310-477-
6670), deutsche@earthlink.net CNRCC Desert Com

Cottonwood Campground Tree Planting and 
Cleanup Work Party
September 30-October 1, Saturday-Sunday

Join us for National Public Lands Day by planting cottonwood
and oak seedlings at the BLM campground in McCain Valley.
Saturday will be a workday; Sunday we will have several hikes in
the area, possibly Sombrero Peak, or the palm grove in Four
Frogs Canyon. This is also a critical area of concern because of
the potential for a wind farm in the valley. Leader: Larry Klaasen,
619-582-7407, klaasen_L@juno.com, asst: Pat Klaasen CNRCC
Desert Com/San Diego Chap

Panamint Valley Car camp and Exploration
September 30-October 1, Saturday-Sunday

Come with us to this spectacular, seldom visited, desert landscape
just west of Death Valley. Camp at the historic ghost town of
Ballarat (flush toilets & hot showers). On Sat, do a challenging
hike to Lookout City guided by Lookout City expert Hal Fowler.
Afterwards, we’ll enjoy Happy Hour, a potluck and campfire. On
Sun, we’ll visit the historic Reilly Town site. Group size strictly
limited. Send $8 per person (Sierra Club), 2 SASE, H&W
phones, email, rideshare info to Ldr: Lygeia Gerard, P.O. Box
294726, Phelan, CA 92329-4726, (310) 594-6789. Co-Ldr: Rich
Abele, (310) 649-5403. CNRCC/Mojave Group

Service and Celebration on the Carrizo Plain
October 14-16, Saturday-Monday 

In 2001, William Clinton created the Carrizo Plain National
Monument under the authority of the Antiquities Act of 1906.
The area is now part of the National Landscape Conservation
System, special landscapes managed by BLM. This outing, spon-
sored by the Sierra Club and The Wilderness Society, will cele-
brate the one-hundredth anniversary of the Act. On Saturday, we
will remove and/or alter barbed wire fencing to benefit prong-
horn antelope. Sunday’s celebration will be a hike in a rugged and
little-known area of the Caliente Mountains WSA. Those who
are able will continue fence removal on Monday. For informa-
tion, contact Leader: Craig Deutsche, (310-477-6670),
d e u t s c h e @ e a rthlink.net. CNRCC Desert Com/Wi l d e rness Society
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Co-sponsor your desert trips with the CNRCC Desert
c o m m i t t e e . C o n t a c t : K ate Allen at kjallen@qnet.com
( 6 6 1 - 9 4 4 - 4 0 5 6 )

Sierra Club 
Outings Leaders



Covington Flats Hike – Joshua Tree National Park 
October 21, Saturday

Would you like to go for a scenic loop hike in a seldom used but
very beautiful area of the park? The plan is to mix a section of the
California Riding and Hiking Trail with some cross-country hik-
ing that will include great overviews looking down into the low
desert, and some lovely hi desert scenery. The hike will begin at
about 4000 feet and hopefully on a cool clear fall morning. This
should be about a five-hour hike and about a seven-mile distance.
A couple of quarts of water and a high protein lunch should do
you fine and your momma proud. E-mail Ann and Al Murdy
aemurdy@eee.org or call directly (no messages please) at 760-
366-2932. San Gorgonio Chapter/CNRCC Desert Com.

Tour of Avawatz Mountains and 
Death Valley-Proposed Wilderness
October 21-22, Saturday-Sunday

The area includes rugged mountains, deep canyons, open valleys,
bajadas, pristine dry lakebeds and rare springs and cre e k s .
Saturday the tour will take us to Sheep Creek in the Avawatz
Mts., through some of the “Bowling Alley”, which is a Death
Valley proposed wilderness addition, and camping at Owlshead
Springs. Sunday will include a stop at beautiful Saratoga Springs
for lunch and then a trip to China Ranch with a hike to Amargosa
River waterfalls. The roads are dirt and rough at times, so 4-WD
is strongly recommended. The camping is primitive, so bring all
food for weekend and lots of water. Camera and binoculars also
highly recommended. Bryn Jones, of California Wilderness
Coalition, will guide the tour with an abundance of information
on the area. To sign up contact: Carol Wiley at earthlingwi-
ley@webtv.net. To sign up by phone contact Carol Wiley (760)
245-8734 or Estelle Delgado (760) 241-7327. CNRCC Desert
Com

Pronghorn Antelope Protection in the Carrizo Plain
October 28-29, Saturday-Sunday

Antelope Protection Carcamp (Nature Study/Work Party). With
little rainfall and few water sources, the species that live here are
both hardy and endangered. Particularly beautiful are the prong-
horn antelope, which evolved in these wild, open spaces. Then
cattle ranching left a legacy of endless fences - which are deadly
to the pronghorn. Join us for a weekend in this remote area
removing fencing for their benefit. Work hard on Saturday; take
some time Sunday to enjoy the monument. Camp at Selby camp-
ground, bring food, water, heavy leather work gloves, and camp-
ing gear for the weekend. Potluck Sat night. Alternate date in
case of rain: Nov 11-12. Resource specialist: Alice Koch. For
more information, contact Leaders: Cal and Letty French, 14140
Chimney Rock Road, Paso Robles, CA 93446, (805-239-7338).
Prefer e-mail ccfrench@tcsn.net CNRCC Desert Com/Santa
Lucia Chap

Quail Mountain – Joshua Tree National Park
November 18, Saturday

Quail Mountain is the highest point in the park at just under or
over (depending who measures it)6000 ft. We’re going to make a
shuttle hike out of it, almost a loop, a “shloop”. This is a grand
overview. On a clear day, you can see the Santa Rosas, Salton Sea,
and Mexico. There was a fire on Quail in the 70’s and the scars
are still visible but not dominating. This is an all day hike with an

elevation gain of around 2400 ft. Wear good boots, layerable
clothing, three quarts of water and enough food for lunch and
snacks. E-mail Ann and Al Murdy aemurdy@eee.org or call
directly (no messages please) at 760-366-2932. San Gorgonio
Chapter/CNRCC Desert Com.

Soda Mountains Backpack
November 25-26, Saturday-Sunday 

Located north of Interstate 15 and east of Barstow, the Soda
Mountains are a proposed wilderness area in current legislation
before Congress. We will travel a loop route that follows several
washes and crosses a low saddle. Although we must carry water,
the total distance is about 15 miles and the elevation gains are
modest. This is classic desert exploration and should be a suitable
introduction for learning desert backpackers. For information
contact leader: Craig Deutsche, deutsche@earthlink.net, (310-
477-6670).  CNRCC Desert Com

South Rim Hike – Joshua Tree National Park
December 9, Saturday

The park’s boyscout trail is cuffed by giant ro c k
formations/mountain/hills to the east and wide open spaces to
the west. Our intention is to follow this trail for about three miles
where it joins with an equestrian trail that we’ll pick up as it
works its way along a great southern overview with very little alti-
tude gain. A lot of bang for your buck. This is all trail so you be
the judge of your footwear. Layerable clothing is always the best
idea and a good lunch as well as some snacks will see you through
this five-hour hike. E-mail Ann and Al Murdy aemurdy@eee.org
or call directly (no messages please) at 760-366-2932. San
Gorgonio Chapter/CNRCC Desert Com.

Hiking and Service in the Golden Valley Wilderness Area
December 9-10, Saturday-Sunday

This will be a cooperative weekend with an extraordinary group
of young adults from the Student Conservation Association.
Saturday will be spent posting signs and creating a trail to the
Steam Wells petroglyph site. Sunday will be a hike to one or both
of the nearby summits (Klinker Mtn or Dome Mtn) for long
views over this desert grassland immediately south of Ridgecrest,
CA. Saturday evening will be a pot-luck, a campfire, and stories
about our desert. Contact leader: Craig Deutsche,
deutsche@earthlink.net, (310-477-6670) for details. CNRCC
Desert Com

Outlaw Mine – Joshua Tree National Park 
January 13, 2007 Saturday

The Outlaw Mine is located in the southeastern area of the park.
A cross-country walk leads to an Indian trail (pottery chards can
be found along this very old path)which crosses the Pinto
Mountains at a fairly low saddle. Because this mine is way off the
beaten path, much of the supporting timber and many artifacts
remain. Bring your boots for this one and layerable clothing. Two
quarts of water and a hardy lunch should take care of the rest. E-
mail Ann and Al Murdy aemurdy@eee.org or call directly (no
messages please) at 760-366-2932. San Gorg o n i o
Chapter/CNRCC Desert Com.
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The Old Spanish Trail
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Paymaster Mine – Joshua Tree National Park 
February 3, 2007 Saturday

This is a textbook mine; all precautions were exercised in its 
construction which may be the reason it still stands much as it
was left. We’ve only been to this mine once but found the 
remnants of the road in and the mine itself to be a delightful 
discovery. We’re looking forward to doing it again. Could be
cold. Bring the warm things and a couple quarts of water and
lunch. E-mail Ann and Al Murdy aemurdy@eee.org or call
directly (no messages please) at 760-366-2932. San Gorgonio
Chapter/CNRCC Desert Com.

Wonderland of Rocks – Joshua Tree National Park
March 3, 2007 Saturday

Should be beautiful this time of year. The Wonderland of Rocks
is exactly what its boastful name indicates. We’re going to enter
them from the south and head north past a couple of good picto-
graph sites, then we’ll begin picking our way along the eastern
edge. At a high point, we’ll start heading west towards Willow
Hole, probably have lunch amid the tall rock formations there
and do a leisurely stroll out. All very pretty. Bring two quarts of
liquid, sturdy boots, food. E-mail Ann and Al Murd y
a e m u rd y @ e e e . o rg or call directly (no messages please) at 760-366-
2932. San Gorgonio Chapter/CNRCC Desert Com.

Paria Canyon Backpack
June 2007, 7 days

Permit deadline is March 1st. The exact days are uncertain at this
time, likely to be June 12 - 18, arriving at the trailhead June 11 to
get an early start the next day to beat the heat of the first 4 miles.
Call or use e-mail (preferred) for exact days and other informa-
tion. The exact days will not be more that a few days different.
Finest narrows in the world, brilliant red rock, dark narrows, lots
of wading. Fine areas for swimming lower in canyon. Hiking with
backpack is easy, mostly flat. A day or so could be 8 to 10 miles.
About 42 miles with backpack and optional miles without. Limit
10. BLM fee is around $45. Send $20 deposit made out to ‘Sierra
Club’ to David Hardy, Box 99, Blue Diamond, NV 89004. Must
commit by the end of Feb. 2007, as permit must be obtained
March 1. Once you have committed, you will be given instru c t i o n s
about the BLM fee and obtaining your permit. David Hardy 702
875-4549 hardyhikers@juno.com. CNRCC Desert Com

Grand Staircase National Monument 
Escalante – Coyote Gulch
June 29-July 4, 2007, Friday-Wednesday 

Backpack. Escalante Grand Staircase, Coyote Gulch to Escalante
River. Enjoy waterfalls and swimming at this time of year. Hot
season but pleasant along tree-lined creek in deep canyon of bril-
liant red rock and sheer walls. Shady areas frequent. Lots of wad-
ing. See lots of bright lights flashing after dark. About 28 miles
round trip with pack, additional miles of day hiking. To reserve,
send $20 made to ‘Sierra Club’ (refundable deposit) to David
Hardy, Box 99, Blue Diamond, NV 89004. 702 875-4549. E-mail
(preferred) hardyhikers@juno.com.

Outings

resources. Of special interest is the problem of defining the trail
corridor between Nevada and Barstow. This is the only remain-
ing uncertain alignment, out of 2,700 miles designated. This last
summer, trail mapping experts was unable to define the Antonio
Armijo route from the Colorado River to Barstow. Armijo left a
cryptic journal making it difficult to match his descriptions to the
physical terrain.

The plan takes a landscape approach to managing OSNHT
resources. The plan does this through managing trail segments
and sites. Trail segments (e.g. Emigrant Pass) are places with evi-
dence of the trail. Trail sites are places where things happened in
association with the trail. For example when you look at the 1976
photo of Modine Meadows in the Amargosa Canyon you can
imagine Pegleg Smith and his partners camped out with a herd of
horses stolen from Southern California ranches. You may even
imagine the Mexican posse catching up to them and the ensuing
gun battle.

Through the planning process we will identify and address
trail locations and issues. For example, the 2006 picture of
Modine Meadows is what this potentially significant site looks
like today. The previous meadow has been replaced by a large
gully and is overgrown with tamarisk. These changes are the
cumulative result of human related uses in the canyon. However,
the canyon is still there and the landscape is still undeveloped. 
A visitor can still have a trail related experience in the canyon
unaware what they see is not how it looked when Pegleg 
was here.

The official trail story is dynamic and will evolve as new infor-
mation comes to light. You are welcome to share your own trail
ideas and stories. For more information contact the BLM in
Barstow, at: (760-252-6050), Bradley_Mastin@ca.blm.gov; or the
OSTA, http://www.oldspanishtrail.org/; or the CMP planning
team, http://www. n m . b l m . g o v / m i s c / o l d _ s p a n i s h _ t r a i l / o l d _ s p a n i sh
_trail.htm. 

Bradley Mastin is Outdoor Recreation Planner, BLM Barstow
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Sign up for CNRCC’s 
Desert Forum

If you find Desert Report (DR) interesting, sign up for the

CNRCC Desert Committee’s e-mail listserv, Desert Forum.

Here you’ll find open discussions of items interesting to

desert lovers. Many articles in this issue of DR were devel-

oped through Forum discussions. Electronic subscribers will

continue to receive current news on these issues—plus the

opportunity to join in the discussions and contribute their ow n

insights. Desert Forum runs on a Sierra Club listserv system.
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To sign up, just send this e-mail:
To: Listserv@lists.sierraclub.org

From: Your real e-mail address [very important!]

Subject: [this line is ignored and may be left blank]

Message: SUBSCRIBE CONS-CNRCC-DESERT-FORUM 

YOURFIRSTNAME YOURLASTNAME [this must fit on one line.]

By return e-mail, you will get a welcome message and some

tips on using the system. Please join us! 

Questions? Contact Jim Dodson:

jim.dodson@sierraclub.org (661) 942-3662
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